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Chinese Delegate List  

for Beijing Culture and Creative Seminar on 28th July 2012, London 

 

China Council for the Promotion of International Trade, Beijing Sub-council (CCPIT Beijing)  

Beijing governmental trade promotion agency  

 

Beijing Cultural and Creative Industry Promotion Center (CCIPC) 

Manager of the Beijing Cultural and Creative Industry Special Funds, industrial projects, planning and 

management of cultural and creative industry clusters. 

 

Beijing International Chamber of Commerce 

Membership organization for international trade, business exchange, investment cooperation. 

 

Beijing Centre Business District 

Beijing CBD is the largest, spectacular and busiest CBD in China, the commercial centre of Beijing where 

business happens. 

 

Beijing 798 Art Zone 

The Beijing cultural hub that accommodates 455 businesses and organizations such as galleries, design studios, 

animation, television production, art exhibitions, artist studios, fashion shops, cultural companies, bars and 

restaurants.  

 

Beijing Total Vision Media 

The Beijing based company has plans to cooperate with the UK for up to 20 Chinese comic books to be 

published in English and like to discuss publication cooperation with English publishers or copyright agents who 

have interests in the titles. Others Smart mobile-phone comic product, Comic magazine e-comic book or 

magazine, Animation and video, etc 

 

China Music Valley  

China Music Valley is designated to be the hub of music and cultural creativity by the City of Beijing and will 

encompass instrument manufacturing and other aspects of the music industry, including music education, a 

recording studio, composer’s village, music copyright exchange market, music museum, and music events. 

 

Wuxi Chamber of Commerce in Beijing 

Wuxi Chamber of Commerce in Beijing is a nonprofit organization with membership of 70 Wuxi enterprises from 

varied sectors including finance, environmental protection, electronics, clothing industry, real estate, metallurgy, 

and mechanical industry, etc. 

 

Propeller TV 

Propeller TV is broadcasting in English on BSKYB platform using CH-195 listed in the entertainment EPG, having 

10 million users in UK and the signals can be received by all the European countries which has more than 23 

million users. Propeller TV has a 18 hours daily programs. 
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Honav 

 

Honav operate brand licensing programs and produce high-end gifts, marketing products and customized 

souvenirs. Honav is involved in the Olympic Games, tourism, animation, cultural productions and up-market 

bespoke gifts, with offices in the UK, US, Singapore and Hong Kong.  

 

Xiking Cultural Media (Beijing)Co., Ltd 

Xiking Media company produced program focus on Chinese theme particularly for UK Propeller TV. Xiking has 

produced a large number of high quality documentary and special topic films.  

 

Ge Jun Tao Fang  

Ge Jun Tao Fang, founded in 1991, is led by Chinese famous contemporary purple-sand pottery master Ge Jun, 

locates in the world-famous pottery center---Yixing, Jiangsu Province.  

  

Taihe Media Group  

The Taihe Meida Investment produces high-quality entertainment products, building an integrated, large-scale 

and multi-shape entertainment operating platform.It has years of experience in investing movies, TV series, TV 

columns, music copyrights, large events & live Shows, commercial advertisements, artists agency and etc. 

 

Beijing Gentlewind Innovation Business Co., Ltd. 

Beijing Gentlewind Innovation Business Co., Ltd. provides high quality, all-round service and support for the 

entrepreneurship development of small enterprises. 

 

Beijing Harmony Culture and Creative Co. Ltd., 

Beijing Harmony Culture and Creative Co. Ltd., (“BHCC”) is the leading Service Provider for creativity industries 

and copyright trading.  

 

Culture Monthly 

Culture Monthly is an academic and authoritative magazine supervised by Chinese Culture Ministry and 

published by Chinese Culture Media Group.  

 

China Copyright Agency UK Ltd  

CCA is the UK and Ireland representative office of the Copyright Protection Centre of China and dealing directly 

with the National Copyright Administration of China (NCAC). CCA exists to promote the UK cultural and creative 

industries by ensuring that the rights and interests of authors, visual creators, musicians, publishers, 

programmers and other creative workers are properly protected and enforced in China. 

 

China Copyright Exchange ltd  

China Copyright Exchange Ltd (CCE) is a sister company of CCA. Its head offices are located in London of UK, 

Los Angeles of the USA, and Beijing of China. CCE specializes in trading high-quality creative content between 

the West and China, it aims to promote the excellent western video content benign interaction in Chinese market, 

and provides professional trading channel, cooperated manufacturing and financing platform to overseas 

copyright owners. At present, CCE will also cooperate with UK and Spanish 3D video producers to establish joint 

venture enterprise in China. 


